
#

84

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6012 190 4.68 1.61 32.5 9 1/8 34 6.73 4.21 125" 9

Solid play strength is displayed when stalk blocking smaller CBs, as he uses solid leg drive and hand placement 

inside the shoulders to control direction.

NEGATIVES IN PASS GAME

From wide alignment, on deep routes (Fade/Post/Corner), vs solid or faster DBs in Press Man, displays 

adequate speed release technique due to adequate acceleration, and can be pushed off his route stem by 

stronger DBs. Adequate long speed does not present a threat to stack and run away from solid or faster DBs in 

phase on deep routes. Adequate concentration creates adequate ability to catch through contact, resulting in 

drops or PBUs especially on Curl/Comeback routes. Adequate competitive toughness with adequate hustle on 

plays designed to the side of the field opposite his alignment, and when having to fight back through a defender 

on an underthrown ball. Adequate mental toughness is displayed following drops, with decreased effort on 

subsequent plays. 

NEGATIVES IN RUN GAME

Adequate overall as a blocker, due to adequate ability to seal-off smaller defenders on outside runs, and 

marginal power on contact when blocking inside from the Slot or Z alignment. Missed blocks occur as a result of 

inconsistent effort vs quicker defenders.

BACKGROUND

3rd year WR, who has started 8 of 46 career NFL games, and 0 of 19 in 2019. All 8 career 

starts came in 2018, when the 49ers suffered injuries to multiple WRs. Starts and snaps 

decreased in 2019, as he returned to his role as a primary backup, and the 49ers added 

starting WR Emmanuel Sanders. Currently in his 3rd season under HC/OC Kyle Shanahan, 

and 1st under WR coach Wes Welker. The 2019 49ers featured an evenly balanced (run vs 

pass), West Coast scheme, with heavy usage of play action, where Bourne saw a balanced 

mix of snaps in wide alignment (51%) and in the slot (47%), and was primarily targeted on 

short-to-intermediate level routes between the numbers.

BODY TYPE / AA
Adequate height and weight, on a thin frame, with solid arm length and adequate hand size. 

Solid overall AA, with solid quickness, agility, balance and COD.

Solid overall release ability, due to solid quickness, single-move footwork and head/shoulder fakes vs Soft Press, 

and when Jammed by solid or lesser DBs, displays solid play strength to hand-fight with a solid hand wipe or 

swim move, and fight to stay on the route stem. Gains solid separation with solid speed on in-breaking routes 

such as a Slant and Skinny Post vs solid or lesser DBs, and displays solid play strength by using his frame as a 

shield when cutting across the face of the DB. Against Off Man, aligned wide or in the slot, uses solid play speed 

to close the cushion with DBs, drive the route stem into the defender, and once in phase, displays solid 

hand/arm usage to aid separation on intermediate-level Dig/Out routes, and on Curl/Comeback routes, displays 

solid overall athletic ability to decelerate, sink hips, maintain solid balance, and solid COD to cut on the break 

point for the route. Against Zone shows good mental processing and awareness, particularly on inside-breaking 

routes (Slant/Skinny Post/Dig/Curl), to make stem adjustments according to coverage areas and take advantage 

of open spaces in front of LBs on short routes, and behind LBs/in front of deep Safeties on intermediate routes. 

On receptions, displays good ball-tracking ability, and receives with good hands, displaying good manual 

dexterity at various catch points, and solid body control to adjust to low throws, even when diving.  Solid body 

control and awareness are displayed on the sideline, through solid ability to keep both feet inbounds and secure 

the catch. When the QB is forced to scramble and extend a play, displays solid mental processing to logically 

follow the direction of scramble, and solid competitive toughness to fight to get open. With the ball in his hands, 

shows solid YAC ability; instinctively turning upfield, using solid elusiveness and agility to stop and let a 

defender fly by or evade a tackler, solid balance and strength to absorb an initial hit from most DBs, solid 

strength to break initial tackles from similarly sized or smaller DBs, and solid competitive toughness to struggle 

for extra yards to convert on 3rd down. 

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Played

46
Games Started

8

POSITIVES IN RUN GAME

POSITIVES IN PASS GAME

SCHEME FIT

STRENGTHS Mental Processing, Hands, YAC

INJURIES

X, Z, Slot

Short-to-intermediate passing scheme, taking advantage of ability to separate vs Press with 

solid quickness and footwork, and awareness to find voids in Zone coverage.

2017 - None, 2018 - None, 2019 - None

KEY STATS

EXPOSURES

WEAKNESSES

Eastern Washington (WAEA) 

Games Won

Long Speed, Acceleration on Speed Release vs Press, Competitive Toughness on Opposite 

Field Plays or Following a Drop, Play Strength when Blocking (Power on Contact)

PROJECTION Backup WR you can win with, best suited for use in a short-to-intermediate passing system, 

to take advantage of solid release footwork and separation quickness on speed and square 

cut routes vs solid or slower DBs in Press or Off Man. Solid mental processing to make good 

route adjustments to find open areas vs Zone. Good hands, with solid tracking ability on 

intermediate level throws, solid concentration and good manual dexterity. Solid YAC due to 

solid ability to elude or break initial tackles of solid or lesser DBs. Adequate long speed on 

deep routes does not challenge solid or faster DBs, and can be pushed off Fade stems by DBs 

with solid or greater strength. Adequate downfield blocking technique once engaged. 

Blocking from the slot or inline from the Z, shows marginal power on contact and 

inconsistent effort. 

2019: at WAS 10/20, vs CAR 10/27, vs SEA 11/11, vs ARI 11/17, at NO 12/08

25
Winning %

54%
Positions Started

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

WR
DOB (Age)

8-4-95 (25)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Catch % trended up each year. 2019: 30 receptions, 358 yards, 5 TDs. 68.2% catch rate. 

TDs tied for team lead, and snaps (464) were 3rd most on the team among WRs. 52.3% of 

receptions resulted in a 1st down. Targeting and production was best between the 

numbers: 75% of targets (33), 77% of receptions (23), and all TDs. Between weeks 2-10, all 

receptions resulted in a 1st down or TD. Logged 148 Special Teams snaps (KR coverage, KR 

and PR), with 1 recorded tackle.
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